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We are constantly developing INA and FAG products for your benefit. Unfortunately, he found a link on the Internet that refers to an outdated product mark. The KH5070 product has been renamed. The new marking: INA offers a full range of linear bearings. In addition, INA has a range of applications from mechanical
engineering to the automotive industry. Please inquire about other linear products or brands that you do not see here. 800.228.8895 [box] INA PRODUCTS CATALOGS (PDF) Super Precision Bearing Products TPI products SKF products INA offers a full range of linear bearings. In addition, INA has a range of
applications from mechanical engineering to the automotive industry. Please inquire about other linear products or brands that you do not see here. 800.228.8895 [box] INA PRODUCTS CATALOGS (PDF) Super Precision Bearing Products TPI Products SKF Products INA Products INA bearing catalog: INA ball bearings,
sliding bearings, needle bearings, running runner, sliding bearings, push bearings. The Schaeffler INA bearing catalogue allows you to select the right INA bearings that best meet the design needs of your application and equipment. If you need help choosing INA bearing products for your particular application, please
contact us, the dedicated men and women who are here to serve you every day. On time deliveries, there is no minimum quantity, and combined sales experience over 20 years in this area. INA fully complements linear recirculation roller bearing and guide line fittings with high performance design of INA mono-rail guide
systems. They are used where linear conduction systems have to support extremely high loads, where particu Inquire Now INA Ina Axial/Radial bearings with incremental pronometer system and pitch-encoded reference marks contain an axial/radial bearing YRTCM or YRTSM, each with size scale, SRM electronic
measurement system and signal guide SRMC. The selected Inquire Now INA cross-roller bearings are SX bearings for high-precision applications, the main dimensions of which correspond to the ISO size series 18 very small section height according to DIN 616. These include outer rings, inner rings, rolling away Inquire
Now INA rod ends requiring maintenance and hydraulic rod ends into spherical glide bearings with a steel/steel sliding contact surface. Schaeffler also supplies spherical glide bearings with a steel/bronze sliding contact surface. INA rod ends Inquire Now INA maintenance-free rod ends and maintenance-free corrosion-
resistant rod ends include a housing with built-in shank and maintenance-free spherical sliding bearings. The shank has an internal or external thread, the spherical sliding bearing is firmly Inquire Now INA Spherical sliding bearings allow spatial adjustment movements and can support radial, combined or axial load
depending on the bearing type. INA radial spherical shape INA radial radial Maintenance-requiring shuttle bearings include Inquire Now INA ball bearings that allow spatial adjustment movements and can support radial, combined or axial loads depending on the bearing type. INA radial spherical sliding bearings INA
maintenance-free radial spherical sliding bearings include internal r Inquire Now INA needle roller/axial deep groove ball bearings with no inner ring, so they are particularly compact in radial directions. However, they need an axle racetrack that is hardened and ground. INA combined needle bearings NX and NX.. -Z
Inquire Now INA Needle Roller/Square Contact Ball Bearings NKIA and NKIB have an inner ring. The NKIA series corresponds to DIN 5 429-2. It can support axial loads from one direction. INA combined needle bearings NKIB has a narrow inner ring and a wide inner ri Inquire Now INA Needle roller/axial roller bearings
do not have an inner ring and therefore are particularly compact in a radial direction. However, they need an axle racetrack that is hardened and ground. INA bearings SERIES NKXR and NKXR.. -Z is Inquire Most INA House Positioning Canopies House positioning canopies at the center of the house and should be used
when adjacent construction can not be used as a tread. The diameter of the hole, the outer diameter and the tread are precision machined. The di Inquire Now INA Axial Cylindrical Roller and Cage Fittings, the cage fittings are made up of axial cages and one or two rows of cylindrical rollers. Diameters 1, 2, 3, 4
correspond to DIN 616/ISO 104. The cages are made of plastic or brass, and inquire now ina ina axial roller bearings contain axial cylindrical roller and cage fittings K, housing placement shredder ebbs GS and shaft placement of apra WS. The INA bearings have very low axial section height, high load capacity, high
rigidity and s Inquire Now INA thin section ball bearings with high accuracy products with very little running noise and high load capacity. These INA bearings are available in three different designs and have an extremely small, predominantly square cross-section. Inside the Inquire Now nodes bearings are INA pin
bearings in stock, including SCE, SCH, BCE, BCH, S, SH, CS, CSH. INA pin bearings have a very small radial cross-section. Inquire Now INA adjusting needle roller bearings are units made up of drawn outer cups, concave inner profile plastic support rings, outer rings with spherical outer surfaces, needle roller and
cage fittings and removable inner rings. Inquire Now INA F-214617 Cam Follower for Heidelberg M Offset: 00.550.1223, Dimensions: D:26mm x d1:10mm x C1:35mm. Inquire Now INA F-208089.2 Cam Follower with Heidelberg MO Perfecting Unit 00.550.0777, Dimensions: D:26mm x d1:18mm x B1:48mm. Inquire Now
INA F-52408 Cam Follower The Heidelberg Printing Press 00.550.436, Dimensions: D:22mm x d1:10mm x B1:33mm. Enquire now about INA F-4346.04.ZARI flat Heidelberg Heidelberg 5 x Set 110mm x 130mm x 25mm. Use it for the Heidelburg offset printer. Inquire Now INA K155X163X70 needle bearing cage for
Heidelberg printing, Heidelberg printing press: 00.550.1434, 70mm wide, 155mm internal diameter &amp; 163mm external diameter. Inquire Now INA F-213584.KL bearing Heidelberg, Dimensions: 20mm x 32mm x 22mm. Inquire about INA needle roller bearings ribs with single or double-row units, which are machined
with outer rings ribs, needle cylinder and cage fittings and removable inner rings. Inquire Now INA spindle bearings textile bearings with cylindrical roller bearings with very high load capacity for radial control of rotating and twisting spindle. Inquire Now INA tape tensioning pulleys and pulleys textile bearings, sealing,
lubrication, re-lubrication Inquire Now INA guide rollers have an external surface with hard chrome plating. They are extremely easy to operate, so they are used in winding, twisting and texturing machines. Inquire Now INA needle roller and cage fittings are single or double-row units made up of cages and needle rollers.
Inquire Now INA stud rail rollers are similar in construction to single- and two-line iga-type track rollers, with the difference that the racetrack is made up of a roller pin with a heavy cross section with a fastener thread and lubrication opening. Inquire Now INA stud type rail rollers without eccentric collar do not have a
specific adjustment device in relation to the mating track of the adjacent construction. Inquire Now INA Stud type desiccated cylinder PWKR contains thick-walled outer rings with a profiled lateral surface, solid section roller studs with a fastening thread Inquire Most INA Stud type rail rollers with an eccentric collar can be
adjusted by means of a hexagonal substrate on the rimmed or threaded side of the roller stud. Inquire Now INA track rollers ZL2 single-line units, ZL52, ZLE52 and KR52 two-line units, INA stud type rail rollers with outer rings with a crowned outer surface. Inquire Now INA drawn cup needle roller bearings HK are open
on both sides. Open-end, closed INA drawn needle roller bearings comply with DIN 618-2. Inquire Now Hubs bearings INA sealed shell needle bearings in stock. Ina-sealed needle bearings are equipped with lip seals that protect bearings from contamination under normal operating conditions and prevent grease leakage.
Inquire Now Nodes bearings INA HN series complete complement needle roller bearings in stock. INA complete complements drawn cup needle roller bearings open ends include thin-walled drawn outer rings and needle rollers without mechanical tools needle rete Inquire Most INA drawn cup needle roller bearings BK
closed at one end. Thus, they are suitable for closing the shaft ends of bearing layouts. Inquire Now INA drawn cup needle roller bearings open-end and closed-end complete units that have thin-walled, drawn cup exterior needle roller and cage fittings. Inquire Now complete complement INA cylindrical roller bearings are
true star performers when it comes to load-bearing capability and rigidity. Enquiry now
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